
MAY 2016 WATER FILTERS’ DISTRIBUTION: 

We received 625 Sawyer Point One water filters from our partners Business Connect. As A people who 
want to impact positively on lives, we were thrilled that this opportunity would give us a chance to give 
out filters to the most needed places. 

The filters were distributed to the following; 
1. Churches 
2. Orphanages’ 
3. Villages 
4. Individuals. 
 

The criterion for choosing the beneficiaries was; 
1. Most importantly where there was great need. We have areas where there are repeat and 

constant cases of cholera. And some areas are known to have prevalent and high cases of 
typhoid and dysentery. These villages and churches were our first priority. 

2. The second criterion was if one was offering a service in exchange for the water filter.  The 
services offered were; 

 Washing /Cleaning or clearing grass in a church compound 

 Working on/ Clearing a common path as villagers 

 School administration buying water buckets as their contribution 
3. The third criterion was one had to buy two buckets 

We only gave out the filters to freely to very special cases. 

The reception was good. Songs, jubilations, and ululations the African style and prayers to us and the 
kind donors met us wherever we delivered the filters. 

We were so happy when two old men declared that there was a great distinct in taste of the filtered 
water and the water not filtered. 

And one woman said thus; “if this small gadget you have given me today will save me from the frequent 
hospital visits because of child diarrhea, then truly you are God send. Tell Mzungu that my children will 
owe their good health from now to his generosity.” 

We felt so honored to have to do this. 

On behalf of all the recipients’, we truly appreciate the kind gesture. We shall do a follow up and bring 
you more stories of what the life saving filters have done to our people. 

Any opportunity to do this again and again in future is highly welcome. 

Below are some photos taken during the distribution 

 



 

On the way to do a distribution in a village 

 

Villagers here drink the water directly from the Lake. See the lady in red fetching the water. Cholera 

outbreak is constantly experienced here. 



 

The lady on the right preparing to fetch the lake water in to a white jerry tin 

 

We had to cross the water to get to the people on the other side. 

 

 



 

The dam on the background is the only source of water here.  Look at pictures of sorrounding areas 

below 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Taking a break………………………And admiring the smartly and neatly kept compound 



 

Some refreshment is offered……water melon….. 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Future Kenyan Ministers….on their way to fetch firewood…Look at the pangas and the rope cum 

belt…beautiful 



 

In a church doing the training before the distribution of the filters. 

 

 

 



  

 

 



 

 



 

 



Orphanage 


